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Why AVD?
Current market conditions are moving at pace, and the need for
scalability, whilst ensuring a secure remote workforce has become
of great importance. This has led to significant interest from
organisations in looking to deploy Microsoft Azure Virtual Desktop.
Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD) is the comprehensive desktop and
application virtualisation service hosted in Microsoft Azure. AVD
delivers a cost effective, locked down Windows 10/11 PC desktop
experience, and also enables secure access to on-premises servers
and remote applications with security controls defined through your
organisation’s policies.
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How Advanced
can help

Benefits of
the workshop

Advanced are offering an AVD Workshop run

The workshop will provide you with a greater

by subject experts, which consists of an initial

understanding of the features of AVD and how it

one-day engagement with your company to help

could benefit your organisation, including:

accelerate your journey to AVD. The workshop
will include:
• An AVD product overview
• Real-life use cases
• Pricing information
• Best practice sharing

• Potential use cases for your business
• A better understanding of AVD technical
capabilities
• Identification of possible cost savings
• An overview of AVD management
The workshop will be delivered over a Teams

• Design & technical architecture overview

meeting, to discuss the art of the possible for

• A live demo of AVD

Azure Virtual Desktop, and the benefits of

The AVD live demo will include AVD resources,
AVD identity and access management, user
assignment, user profiling with FSLogix and data
storage.
You will also be provided with a monthly
estimate of the Azure infrastructure and license
requirements to run AVD, based on your
organisation’s specific needs.

deployment.
Following the workshop, Advanced will work with
you to plan the next steps and roadmap the path
to achieving your objectives.

Why
Advanced?
Advanced’s credentials are second to none.
We provide mission-critical services and
support that helps our customers focus on
their core activity while accelerating and
transforming digitally.
As a longstanding Microsoft Partner with
an Infrastructure (Azure) designation
and an Azure Virtual Desktop Advanced
Specialisation, you can lean on our expertise
to create an empowering roadmap, unlocking
the capacity and flexibility to take your
business into a stronger future.
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